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Urban Region Networks
Outline of the semester

dr. Roberto Rocco de Campos Pereira, dr. Victor Muñoz Sanz

Automation and the Changing Landscape of Work: A Strategy
for the Metropolitan Region Rotterdam-The Hague
The EMU fall semester focuses on spatial regional strategies that are firmly
grounded in an understanding of the region’s existing networks and systems,
and, at the same time, are able to anticipate and respond to the opportunities
and challenges posed by smart technologies, in particular industrial and mobility
automation, and the resulting changing landscape of work. We will examine the
theories and practices connected to a technologically-driven urban and regional
development. We will also critically examine the connections between these
issues and the background of the Next Economy; circular economy, socially inclusive locally value-adding.
We will investigate the role of spatial planning in conceiving strategies that foster
regional and metropolitan development through the implementation of actions,
policies, and projects of strategic value in the frame of new forms of mobility,
production, and logistics.
The objectives of the EMU’s first semester are to develop research, analysis and
design skills in order to propose spatial strategies for sustainable, fair and
inclusive development in metropolitan regions.
The semester consists of a design studio and three supporting courses, focusing
on theory, methodology and technology.

Why is a regional spatial strategy relevant?
The aim of this teaching component is to reveal what is a strategy in spatial planning and design and to connect spatial strategy-making to issues related to the
opportunities and challenges posed by the development of a complex networked
city region in transformation.
Transition strategies towards sustainability involve a deep understanding of complex systems of production and consumption and how these systems are interrelated and how they relate to natural and man-made landscapes.
As advanced economies move towards intensive use of smart technologies, in
particular industrial and mobility automation, we expect substantial impacts in
landscapes of work and workspaces.

Photo: Victor Munoz Sanz
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Outline

Furthermore, spatial strategies must be connected to the wishes and needs of
real stakeholders and must be based on a clear set of societal values. Once the
objectives are set, we must understand what spatial interventions, policies and
investments are necessary to accomplish those goals and must then conceive
planning processes that are inclusive and fair.
The spatial strategy must take into account the myriad of stakeholders distributed across different sectors who might have conflicting objectives: governments
fostering innovation and willing to attract high-skilled international labour, local
and multinational corporations adopting automation technologies in their search
for higher productivity and lower costs; workers with low-skills and low-education
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that see their livelihood threatened; users and consumers welcoming the benefits
that technology brings to everyday life; new risks for vital infrastructures, et cetera.
The role of design here is multiple. Design works as a tool to explore possible and
desirable futures, so that actors can coalesce around basic objectives and be able
to negotiate. Design is thus a tool of exploration, but also a tool for negotiation
and coordination for a myriad of stakeholders with conflicting interests. Hence,
design here refers both to the design of processes and objects (infrastructures,
buildings and other physical interventions).
Design helps stakeholders understand what is possible and what is not, but also
helps stakeholders expand the horizon of possibilities and anticipate them.
Finally, design helps stakeholders visualize and materialize ideas.
We shall therefore formulate a desirable vision of the future and design a regional
or metropolitan spatial strategy that caters for clear societal objectives, with clear
steps of implementation, financing, participation and that indicates alternatives
in case of failure or unforeseen change. This spatial strategy is composed of actions, projects and policies that lead to that desired vision and have the ability to
steer the actions of a multitude of stakeholders towards common objectives.
In order to conceive a vision and a spatial strategy, knowledge from different areas
and a set of diverse skills are necessary. These are explored in the studio, but the
supporting courses have a big role providing students with knowledge and skills to
accomplish the task.

Teaching aims
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•

Students are introduced to basic notions of spatial planning, including
the notions of governance, stakeholders, vision, plan and strategy.

•

Students are introduced to a theoretical, conceptual, and practical
background with respect to the relationship between the organization
of corporations and industrial processes, and the organization 		
of societies and spaces, spaces of production and logistics, 		
smart technologies, in particular industrial and mobility automation,
current discussions on the future of work, and the dynamic functioning
of cities in the 21st century, with emphasis on the metropolitan region of
Rotterdam-The Hague as main case study.

•

Students get familiarized with the concepts of a strategic planning and
design, and can make a strategic plan expressed in design for a complex
urban city region.

•

Students get to understand the role of spatial strategies for urban planning and design processes.

•

On the one hand, students get to understand the roles, potentialities,
and actual influence of stakeholders on strategic design (spatial 		
planning tools). On the other, students are expected to develop understanding on strategic design processes (negotiation, governance and
decision-making tools).

•

Students are expected to deal with a variety of strategic analyses, planning and evaluation methods and approaches within the field of urban
planning and their pros and cons.

•

Students get to know the principles of a variety of technology-based design and planning tools and decision-making techniques, as well as their
advantages and disadvantages.

•

Students are expected to critically assess theories on mobility and the
city, and analysis, planning and evaluation methods, approaches and
techniques. Students can apply methods, approaches and techniques in
a concrete, complex strategy design task.

The design and research studio (Dr. Roberto Rocco and Dr. Víctor Muñoz Sanz)
will use the Metropolitan Region Rotterdam-The Hague in the Randstad, as a case
study to analyse how production, logistics and work are embedded in this region,
as well as the new related technological, automated platforms and workspaces
that are emerging in it, together with their implications for urban development
and society at large. Students build up in Q1 academic research skills and critically
reflect on these topics, to develop visions and propose strategies based on scenarios. In Q2, they develop regional strategies and specific spatial designs based on
future demands, trends, and risks.
In the Methodology course (Prof. Vincent Nadin) issues of comparative research
and knowledge contained in literature are discussed. In the Theory course (Prof.
Wil Zonneveld, Dr. Gregory Bracken), issues concerning theories of regionalization
and knowledge contained in literature are discussed. In the Technology course
(Dr. Akkelies van Nes, Bardia Masshoodi), students get familiar with the latest
technology and theory in spatial analysis and modeling.
Apart from particular skills and knowledge related to the planning and designing
activity, the semester promotes the development of critical thinking as an essential tool for action in today’s world. Critical thinking makes reference to the need
of developing analytical skills and research abilities in order to construct strong
narratives with which stakeholders can identify themselves and that are academically valid.

Photo: Wikipedia Commons
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Urban Region Networks
Research & Design Studio AR9300
dr. Roberto Rocco de Campos Pereira, dr. Victor Muñoz Sanz

Introduction
The studio aims to explore and speculate on the opportunities and risks for the
region afforded by automation technologies disrupting production, logistics,
labour markets, and well-established ideas of work. Contemporary urban regions
demand visions and strategies that not only provide a transition towards more
efficient business, but that speculate on ways to gain leverage for the common
good in the transition toward automated productive labor, anticipate disruptions,
provide new livelihoods, and a renewed quality of urban life. With this studio, the
EMU acknowledges how economic decisions and industrial processes are key factors in the planning, development and direction of spaces, and entire regions. This
shifts how we view the meaning of urban planning and design concepts in relation
to societal and economic developments, and the way global actors continuously
shape the built environment in multiple local contexts. The studio is a collaboration with Het Nieuwe Instituut and its project “Automated Landscapes.”
Grounded on an understanding of regional networks and systems, the development of visions, scenarios and strategies will also take into account automation technologies being used in the Dutch context. The knowledge acquired through research on both technologies and the region will be projected into the future
in diverse scenarios in order to develop a spatial strategy and regional design; this
strategy must address from the perspective of policy, planning, and design the opportunities and challenges brought by technological innovations, as well as consider the new actors and networks that inform these transformations. In parallel to
a thorough analysis of the region’s networks and systems, we will examine three
exemplary cases of automated workplaces in operation today—all of them located
in the Metropolitan Region Rotterdam-The Hague—that address distinct systems,
scales, technological solutions, and socio-spatial problematics.

Automated Landscapes1

1. The section draws from : Víctor Muñoz Sanz, Marina Otero
and Marten Kuijpers., “Automated Landscapes: Notes on an
Emerging Spatial Condition” (forthcoming).
2. Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, The Second Machine
Age: Work, Progress, and Prosperity in a Time of Brilliant
Technologies (New York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company, 2014);
David. Z. Morris, “Bill Gates Says Robots Should Be Taxed Like
Workers,” Fortune, February 18, 2017. At: http://fortune.
com/2017/02/18/bill-gates-robot-taxes-automation/.
Photo: Wikipedia Commons
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research & design studio

Robots have been in factories since the 1980s. However, it is not until very
recently that the conditions coalesced to impulse and extend the automation
revolution to more diverse working environments. Economists and futurists alike
have rushed to register the phenomenon and offer roadmaps to guide society in
its voyage to what is presented as an inevitable future prescribed by the trajectory of advanced capitalism. Beyond the current buzz, these visions nevertheless
signal the extent of contemporary transformations in technology, their effect on
global economy, and their associated socio-political and cultural transformations. In fact, since the 1990s, economists have noted the correlation between
the development of the robotics industry and changes at a macroeconomic level.
Paradoxically, the growing Gross Domestic Product and productivity gains in the
West are simultaneous to the falling of income and employment, signaling a
clear shift from investing in labor towards capital—namely digital technology and
mechanization. Demands for institutional change aimed at alleviating disruption
and social unrest flood the political agendas around the world: from modernizing
education and strengthening the social safety net, to the introduction of a Universal Basic Income, negative taxation , or even a Robot Tax2.
Automation and Urbanization
Although robotics and automation have reached the disciplines of architecture
and design, mainly through digital design and fabrication, a profound analysis
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of the effects of these industrial platforms on the existing urban systems and
networks is yet to be done. The reasons for such an endeavor are fourfold: first, in
contrast to algorithmic AI, robots have a bodily presence in space and different
ways of sensing it, and therefore effects on its design and configuration; second,
automated workspaces are starting to materialize in seemingly banal and extensive infrastructures occupying and altering the dynamics of large parts of the built
environment. Third, relying on certain ecosystem of digital platforms to manage
critical productive and logistical infrastructure bring increased risks in terms of
cybersecurity, and challenges to current notions of resilience, territoriality, governance and sovereignty3 . Finally, mechanical workers have a tangible presence
in society, potentially generating landscapes of unemployment and inequality,
affecting social sustainability and triggering ethical and legislative debates with
massive institutional and urban implications4.

Metropolitan Region Rotterdam-The Hague: testbed for automation
Formed by an agglomeration of twenty-three municipalities, the Metropolitan
Region Rotterdam-The Hague is a regional entity part of the Randstad, a dense
urbanized region in western Netherlands, the most developed and economically
thriving region in the country. The southern portion of the Randstad is the home
of two larger cities, Rotterdam and The Hague, and a number of medium-sized
cities such as Leiden, Delft, and Dordrecht. Originally this area consisted of a large
number of towns, villages and cities. Over the course of the 20th century their
mutual relations have grown more tightly and developed the area in an ever more
coherent urban region. Depending on the definition of the region, it contains
roughly 2.2-3.5 million citizens.
This region is characterized by a high level of sophistication in logistics, research
and development connected to the life and health sciences, greenports focused
on food and flower production, to water management and engineering, (petro)
chemical industry, maritime technologies, and many other economic sectors
(including robotics). It is home of the largest European port, Rotterdam, and some
of the highest ranked European universities: TU Delft, Leiden University, and Erasmus University in Rotterdam. It is also home to a large number of European and
worldwide institutions, such as the International Court of Justice in The Hague, as
well as the seat of the Dutch government and its ministries.

3. Benjamin H. Bratton, The Stack: on Software and Sovereignty
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015).
4. Mady Delvaux, “Draft report with recommendations
to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics,”
European Parliament, Committee on Legal Affairs, 2016.
At: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.
do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML%2BCOMPARL%2BPE582.443%2B01%2BDOC%2BPDF%2BV0//EN
Photos (right ant left): Wikipedia Commons
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As stated above, the region is home of exemplary cases of automated workplace which will be used to guide the understanding of the relationship between
technology, spaces, and regional development. First, the rise of automated greenhouses for horticulture and flower production in the Westland; automation helps
quality standardization and obtaining uniform food crops, orchids and tulips,
generating in turn enormous enclosed, and potentially human-less landscapes.
The regions of Westland-Oostland are home of the largest horticultural production glasshouse areas in the world. In Westland only, more than 700 companies
manage 2,400 hectares of production, creating about 60,000 direct and indirect
jobs. With horticulture as one of the nine top economic sectors in the Dutch
national policy, this cluster is in constant transition in order to keep its strategic
importance, renovating its production systems and spaces to become more economical, resilient, efficient and smart. However, achieving successfully these transformations requires a first step: the restructuring of the glasshouses themselves
and their agglomeration, by introducing new technologies and typologies aimed
at achieving more efficient production and land use. Of particular importance is
automation of manual labor, production and logistics: fully automated warehouses, autonomous trucks, greenhouses, drones, artificial vision, and other robots
harvesting, sorting, cropping plants and flowers, hold the potential of rethinking
productive spaces, urban typologies, and entire territories.

Second, the fully automated container terminals in the Massvlakte II expansion
of the port of Rotterdam where the rise of self-managed logistical infrastructures manifests; there, amidst protests and strikes from port workers, driverless
vehicles and robotic cranes maximize the stacking of containers in a fenced area
with unprecedented performance and productivity. With their electric-motor
robots running entirely on renewable energy, and their teams of humans working
collaboratively, the terminals at Maasvlatke 2 anticipate the built environment of
the Third Industrial Revolution. The case evidences the fact that a strong planning and policy vision can guide how private actors shape the built environment,
aligning economic growth with the development of zero emission, off-grid
autonomous and sustainable infrastructures and working environments. It also
shows how robots, with their bodily presence in space and their limitations in
how they interact with humans, are already defining how territories are managed
and organized for work, bringing in new modes of spatial vulnerability, social and
cybernetic, that call for developing new forms of resilience.
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Third, there is the issue of automated and autonomous vehicles. The region is
already experimenting in locations such as Capelle aan den Ijssel and Rijswijk
with such vehicles for mass, on-demand transport. At the same time, car makers
are pushing the affordability of of electrical autonomous vehicles. The question
of whether we are heading to a future of shared, sustainable transportation, or
one that reproduces our current car-based society, its form of development and
its inequalities, is one that is of pressing importance for regional planning and
design.

Photo: courtersy of APM Terminals

In sum, the central research questions of the studio are the following:
What are challenges and opportunities created by a transition towards
sustainability embedded in automation technologies of mobility, logistics
and production?
What are possible regional/metropolitan spatial strategies that cater for
a transition towards automation technologies of mobility, logistics and
production?
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Teaching Approach and Method
The main goal of the EMU semester is to introduce post-master students to
spatial planning theory, scenario thinking and plan-making practices. Imagining
spatial strategies for regional development considering the societal and spatial
impact of automation technologies is the theme of the studio this semester.
The semester will be divided in two parts. In the first one, the emphasis will be
on academic research and the definition of the task, gathering tools and skills to
accomplish it. Mapping, vision making, and stakeholder analysis will be put in
practice. This understanding of the region must lead to a preliminary spatial strategy for its future development, to be presented in the midterm. The first quarter
will work as a research laboratory, that is, a coordinated group of people including
teachers and students seeking to answer relevant questions through academic
research. In this sense, the first weeks will be dedicated to an understanding of the
area in its physical, ecological, economic, and social geographies, the exploration
of existing literature and to the elaboration of research questions related to vision
and spatial plan making and design, in the theoretical and topical framework
defined by the studio. The objective is to formulate an understanding of the context (Metropolitan Region Rotterdam-The Hague), the issues at hand, the role of
planning in steering development and in addressing the challenges and opportunities of innovative automated technologies in production and logistics, with
the ultimate aim to improve the region’s performance and, most importantly, its
citizens’ well-being. In the subsequent phase, students will be invited to apply
knowledge gained in the first quarter and develop alternative spatial strategies
and designs for the case region.
Guest lectures by experts, field trips to environments that illustrate the built
environment of automation, and workshops will complement the work during the
semester.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this course, students will be able:
1. To explain and utilise principles of spatial planning and strategy-making in
relation to regional development in the context of technological and societal
transformations.
2. To explain and demonstrate through designs and texts, the challenges presented by smart technologies and automation in regional, metropolitan, and urban
development.
3. To demonstrate the connections between the planning and design of built environments within an advanced economy through a detailed strategy.
4. To demonstrate the role of governance in regional planning and design in
advanced economies through a description of the stakeholders involved in each
phase of the strategy (who does what when).
5. To discuss the possible role planning and design professionals might have in
steering processes and leading policies and take a position in relation to contemporary Planning and design practices.
6. To connect issues of governance, participation, diversity, equality and democracy to a spatial-plan and design for the region in question.
7. To connect learning and doing through practical interactive exercises.
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Theories of Urbanisation, Regionalization & Networks
EMU Theory course AR9310

Prof. dr. Wil Zonneveld, dr. Gregory Bracken

Regions, Territories, Networks
Cities and urban regions can be seen and analysed as products of historical
processes of networking between other cities and urban regions on a variety of
different scales. Some would even say – like the historians McNeill and McNeill –
that human history can be interpreted as the weaving of webs between the places
where humans live right from the moment when agriculture made the formation
of cities possible, about 11,000 years ago.
The present pattern of urbanisation in many parts of the world has a history which
goes back at least 1,000 years and can be interpreted as a layered system of different cities taking the lead in different periods of time. The current hierarchy of cities seems to be dominated by a limited number of much-discussed global cities.
What is typical of 20th- and 21st-century cities is that they have become truly
regional manifestations: nearby cities have become vast agglomerations or dense,
polycentric networks of individuals cities and town interspersed by a large variety
of spaces and places with different functions and a different morphology. This has
lead to a bewildering vocabulary of concepts to catch up with the modern ‘metropolis’, from ‘megalopolis’ to ‘patchwork metropolis’.

The Course
The aim of this course of eight seminars is to help students engage with concepts
such as the city, city networks, the world economy, globalization and regionalism,
polycentric urban regions, strategic spatial planning, and mapping. The aim of
examining these concepts is to see how they can be practically applied to urban
studies, with particularly reference to the studio work.
By the end of this course students will be expected to demonstrate the ability to
meaningfully engage with concepts such as the ones listed above (and others) but
also, and more importantly, show that they are able to formulate their own ways
of thinking about them. They will do this via a series of seminar discussions on set
readings (students are free to propose their own). Students will then be expected
to take a position on one or more of the topics and develop them into a position
paper which they will present in draft form to receive feedback from the course
leaders and their classmates.
For the seminars the students are expected to have read the readings; actively
participate in the group discussions; demonstrate they have understood the readings by taking positions of their own; and finally, critique one another’s positions.

Course Outline
Session 1: Introduction
• No readings
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theory

Session 2: The City and City Networks
1. Lewis Mumford, The City in History, Chapter 1, ‘Sanctuary, Village, and
Stronghold’
2. Hohenberg and Lees, The Making of Urban Europe, 1000-1994,
Chapter 2, ‘Systems of Early Cities’
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Session 3: The World Economy: The Dutch Perspective
1. Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World-System I, Chapter 4, From
Seville to Amsterdam: The Failure of Empire.
2. Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World-System II, Chapter 2,
Dutch Hegemony in the World Economy.
Session 4: Globalization
• Saskia Sassen, Global Networks, Linked Cities, Introduction: ‘Locating
Cities on Global Circuits’.
• Saskia Sassen, Global Networks, Linked Cities, Chapter 4, ‘Hierarchies
of Dominance among World Cities: A Network Approach’ (by David Smith
and Michael Timberlake).
Session 5: Student outline essay presentations
• No readings.
Session 6: Globalization (cont.) and Regionalism
1. Saskia Sassen, Globalization and its Discontents, Chapter 1, ‘Introduction: Whose City is it? Globalization and the Formation of New Claims’
2. Andy Pike, et al., Regional Studies, Vol. 41.9, ‘What Kind of Local and
Regional Development and for Whom?’
Session 7: Planning
1. Louis Albrechts, International Planning Studies, 6:3, ‘In Pursuit of
New Approaches to Strategic Spatial Planning. A European Perspective’.
2. John Friedmann, Planning Theory and Practice, Vol. 5, No. 1, ‘Strategic
Spatial Planning and the Longer Range’ (with comments by Bryson, et
al., and a brief introduction by Patsy Healy).
Session 8: Mapping
1. Jeremy W. Crampton, Progress in Human Geography 2001 25: 235,
‘Maps as social construction: power, communication and visualization’.
2. J.B. Harley, Cartographica Vol. 26, No. 2, Summer 1989, ‘Deconstructing the Map’.

Suggested further reading
Urban Theory
• Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, Chapter 10, ‘The City of Theory’.
City History
• Lewis Mumford, The City in History, Chapter 2, ‘The Crystallization of
the City’.
City Networks
• Michael North, The Expansion of Europe, 1250-1500, Chapter 5.5,
‘Urban Society’
• Michael North, The Expansion of Europe, 1250-1500, Chapter 12.4,
‘Urban Society’
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Mapping

• James Corner, The Agency of Mapping.

• Wil Zonneveld, Environmental and Planning C: Government and Policy
2005, Vol. 23, ‘Multiple visioning: new ways of constructing transnational spatial visions’.
Planning

• Carl Steinitz, ‘On Scale and Complexity and the Need for Spatial
Analysis’. ArcNews retrieved (25-04-2017) from http:// www.esri.com/
news/arcnews/spring11articles/on-scale-and-complexity-and-theneed-for-spatial-analysis.html
• Stephanie Dühr, International Planning Studies, 11:8, ‘Illustrating
Spatial Policies in Europe’.

Study Goals
At the end of this course students will be expected to demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of regions and territories according to the following criteria:
• As complex artefacts.
• As products of global and regional flows, migrations, and mobilities.
• As the focus and outcome of planning and urban design.
The student will also be expected to demonstrate the following abilities:
• Reflect in a critical way on urban theory.
• Develop a critical theoretical position in relation to the literature of
regions and territories, and take a personal position in relation to these.
• Synthesize ideas.
• State a personal position on a specific case study in an academically
rigorous position paper.

Education Method
The literature will be made available at beforehand through Brightspace. Seminars
and presentations will consist of the following tasks:
• Read, present, and discuss a series of texts as a support to their studio
work.
• Connect theory with studio work.
• Present and write up a critical analysis of a topic relevant to their studio
work.

Assessment
Attendance is compulsory.
The student will need to demonstrate the following:
• An understanding of the set literature.
• Make presentations in class in relation to the literature.
• Actively participate in class discussions.
• Develop critical theoretical positions.
• Write a paper (3,000 words) which provides theoretical reflection and/
or support to their studio work.
Papers will be checked for originality through a TurnItIn scan.
¹Suggested advance reading: Lewis Mumford, The City in History, Chapter 1, and Hohenberg and Lees, The
Making of Urban Europe, 1000-1994, Chapter 2.
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Regional Strategies & Territorial Governance
EMU Methodology courseAR9330
Prof. Vincent Nadin, dr. Dominic Stead

Spatial Planning and Regional Design in Europe
Methods of planning and regulating urban development vary dramatically from
country to country (or even region to region). In some places ‘planning’ tends to
be seen as a technical or scientific exercise conducted by professionals to deliver
political priorities in the urban development process. In other places planning
is seen as ‘governance of the territory’, seeking to resolve competition in society
about how we use land and property. In most places it is a combination of both a
scientific technical process and a political negotiation process – and ideas about
this combination (and other ways of seeing planning) vary over time. There are
other fundamental differences in attitudes to the need for spatial planning in
society from those who advocate a planned society to those who favour a liberal
approach where the market decides. These questions are fundamentally linked to
the exercise of power in society and the distribution of costs and benefits of urban
development to different groups.
In practice, shaping spatial development through strategic planning and design
is fraught with difficulty, even in countries with a strong and effective government. Increasing mobility, the dispersal of economic activity, extended networks,
competing political priorities and market-oriented objectives present obstacles
to coordinated development. Whilst few people doubt the need for some form of
planning but there is a constant struggle over who controls planning.
This course provides a map of different notions of planning and the methods and
techniques of planning that are associated with each. The emphasis is on strategy
making, and the broader governance of territory. This includes what is called in
the Netherlands ‘regional design’. There is a strong strand of design and the use
of spatial concepts in Dutch spatial planning that has been influential in other
countries. We encourage you to learn from each other about ideas and practices in
different parts of the world.

Can spatial planning strategies be relevant for fast changing metropolitan
areas like Hong Kong?
Photo: Hannessy Road, Hong Kong
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methodology

We draw heavily on European experiences, particularly the Netherlands, but also
other examples from around the world. In Europe, during the 2000s the tendency has been in many countries for planning to become more ‘strategic’, that
is, to seek to coordinate the many diverse influences on urban development. The
emphasis has been on attempts to reconcile the many competing goals for cities
and regions, including economic prosperity, social cohesion and sustainable development. Strategic planning has also been used more to combine the efforts of
state, market and civil society in managing territories. Spatial strategy making has
become more commonplace, promoting particular spatial configurations in the
interests of sustainable development.
The value of strategic planning and regional design is always questioned, especially those who favour a more liberal market-oriented approach to urban development and an ad hoc ‘project by project’ approach to regulation. During the 2000s
in Europe a neoliberal ideology combined with very complex spatial development
trends has tended to weaken traditional approaches to planning and there are attempts to find alternative ways of resolving the tension between planning and the
market. There have been calls for more collaborative working in plan making but
this is very difficult to realise at the strategic level.
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Objectives
The objectives of the methodology course are :
• To examine experience in strategic spatial planning and regional design
in Europe and other parts of the world so as to gain a critical understand
ing of theory and practices.
• To ask and help students to answer some deceptively simple questions:
What is a plan? What is a strategy? What does participation mean? How
are plans made and by whom? How can plans influence spatial develop
ment?
• To examine innovative practices involving a more effective collaborative
approach to strategic planning, and examples that are less successful.
You can use this understanding to help design your own strategic planning tools
and process in practice. There is an accent on approaches that are relevant the
studio work, and on experience in the Netherlands. However, we take care in making international comparisons and transferring ideas from one place to another.

Learning Aims
At the completion of this course students will be able:
• To design forms of strategic intervention - and recognise that these will
vary depending on the place and the problem at hand;
• To explain why societies invent planning and why it survives despite
repeated challenges;
• To apply theory to real examples of spatial planning practice and its
influence on spatial development;
• To develop a critical but constructive standpoint on the theory and
practice of spatial planning.

Content
The course is made up of a series of lectures and workshops, supported by guided
reading and by critical investigation of examples familiar to students.
Session Topics
Why do governments produce regional strategies? What is the role of ‘spatial
planning’? What is the meaning of the many related terms – spatial planning,
territorial governance, city and regional planning, town and country planning,
environmental planning, land use planning, regional design – and others?
What are the arguments for and against strategic spatial planning and regional
design? Who are the winners and losers from state planning actions? How can we
ensure a progressive planning practice? Does spatial planning have values?
How do approaches to spatial planning vary from place to place? How can we
summarise different types, styles or models? Are there basic principles that might
guide practice in any place and do some work better than others?
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What are the main concepts and terms used in planning and how can we differentiate between visions, scenarios, strategies, plans, policy, programmes, projects?

Since the early 2000s regional strategic spatial planning has
returned in the UK. In London this is matched by a new regional
government level in the form of the London Mayor.
Source: The Mayor of London (20009) Draft Replacement
London Plan: 59.

What is regional design? What contribution can this make to man- aging territories? Are there better and (or weaker) examples of strategic planning and design
that we can learn from? What is the experience in spatial planning in other European countries with a long record of spatial planning? How does that compare
with wider international experience?
What is the meaning of success in spatial planning? How much of a regional strategy or plan needs to be implemented to be successful? How can we measure the
conformance of development to plans or the performance of plans?
Student presentations – the role of strategic spatial planning and regional design
in explaining spatial development.
What are the current trends and future prospects for regional strategic planning
and design in the context of neoliberalism, privatisation and localism?

Assignments
Students critically evaluate the contribution of regional strategies, land use planning and territorial governance to the spatial development of a small part of a territory. Your starting point is a location in a metropolitan region of between about
1and 5km2. The location should be chosen to reflect interesting questions related
to the studio, such as a mobility node, development corridor, the metropolitan
fringe, or an area of infrastructure related transformation. You explain the pa
ern of spatial development in relation to spatial policy and other drivers. You will
evaluate the contribution of spatial planning by comparing the evidence of spatial
development with past and current plans, and explain any differences. (More
guidance is given in the course

In 2008 the Dutch Government published a new draft vision for
the Randstad
Region: Randstad 2040, to address the steady decline in the
liveability of the
Randstad and the high demands on space.
Source: VROM (2008) Randstad 2040, English Summary: I_4.

The findings will be the subject of:
i) presentations where two students compare their results from two
different places; and
ii) a written illustrated report of about 2,000 words with the title: ‘a critical evaluation of the role of strategic spatial planning in the development
of [your chosen place].

Evaluation
Students will be assessed according to:
demonstration of knowledge introduced in the course and wider reading about
the principles of strategic planning;
ability to undertake critical analysis of practice using theoretical and conceptual
frameworks;
willingness to participate and quality of participation in class sessions and team
working;
ability to express arguments and ideas in writing and graphic forms (allowance is
made for those for whom English is not the native language).
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Tutors/assistance
The course is led by Prof. Vincent Nadin with contributions from Dr Dominic
Stead, Professor Steffi Dühr, Dr Marcin Dabrowski and others.
V.Nadin@tudelft.nl; D.Stead@tudelft.nl

Key reading
A longer reference list will be available in class for those who are interested in following up. For the longer references specific advice will be given about the most
relevant sections to read. References that are not available through the library will
be made available on Brightspace website.
Starting points are:
Committee on Spatial Development (1999) European Spatial Development Perspective: Towards Balanced and Sustainable Development of the Territory of the
EU, Luxembourg, Office for the Official Publications of the European Community.
(provided on the Web)
Stead, D. and Nadin with Vinogradov, G. (2008) Spatial Planning: a Key Instrument for Development and Effective Governance, with Special Reference to Countries in Transition, United Nations Economic Commission for Europe Guidance
Document, Geneva, UNECE.
Other key references:
Albrechts, L. (2001) In Pursuit of New Approaches to Strategic Spatial Planning. A
European Perspective, International Planning Studies 6(3) : 293-310.
p://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/doco c/o cial/reports/ som_en.htm
Dimintriou, H. T. and Thompson, R. (2007) Strategic Planning for Regional Development Principles and Practice in the UK, London: Routledge.
Dühr, S.(2003) Illustrating Spatial Policies in Europe, European Planning Studies
11(8): 929-48.
Friedmann, J. (2011) Insurgencies: Essays in Planning Theory, London, New York:
Routledge.
Hajer M.; Zonneveld W. (2000) Spatial Planning in the Network Society-Rethinking the Principles of Planning in the Netherlands, European Planning Studies 8(3):
337-55.
Hemel, Z. (2011) So planning: collaborators in a metropolitan story, in Strong
Stories: How the Dutch are Reinventing Spatial Planning, Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 140-52.
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Healey, P. (2010) Making Better Places: The Planning Project in the Twenty-First
Century, London: Palgrave Macmillan.

Mastop, H. and Faludi A. (1997) Evaluation of strategic plans: the performance
principle, Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design 24(6): 815 – 832.
Nadin, V. (2007) The emergence of spatial planning in England, Planning Practice
and Research 22(1): 43-62.
Salet, W., Thornley, A. and Kreukels, A. (2003) Metropolitan Governance and Spatial Planning: Comparative Case Studies of European City–regions, London: Spon.
World Planning Congress sub-committee (2006) Reinventing planning: a new
governance paradigm for managing human settlements: A Position Paper developing themes from the Draft Vancouver Declaration for debate leading into the
World Planners Congress, Vancouver 17-20 June 2006. (provided on website)
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Design & Planning Support Tools
EMU Technology course AR9320
dr. Akkelies van Nes, ir Bardia Mashhoodi

Introduction to Space Syntax and GIS
The objective of this course is to introduce the students with different spatial
analyses and design support tools. The students will be able to relate spatial data
from various sources with place bounded socio-economic data through the use of
GIS and Space Syntax. The framework of the course is set by the concept of geodesign, which according to Campagna [2014] ‘is an integrated process informed by
environmental sustainability appraisal, that includes project conceptualisation,
analysis, projection and forecasting, diagnosis, alternative design, impact simulation and assessment, and which involves a number of technical, political and
social actors in collaborative decision-making’.
The variety of tools introduced allows the students to support planning and design
decisions from the local to the regional scale. The students will be presented with
a set of technological based tools for urban and regional analyses and modeling.
The main focus will be on network analyses using the Space Syntax method and
GIS supported methods. Moreover, the students get an introduction to basic
computer aided spatial analyses and statistics. The students will get a chance to
test and apply the knowledge gained through the technology course during the
in-class exercises and through the assignments. Additionally, the students will
be able to closely interact with a reflective attitude when using these tools in the
planning and design process in their design and strategic planning projects or on
their own research projects.
Space Syntax allows analysing how the layout of the built environment influences
the social, economic and environmental performance of places from the scale
of the entire city to the scale of the individual street and building. Space syntax
allows to measure the strength of spatial layouts, both existing and proposed, and
to interpret how spatial layouts impact the way that people move, interact and
transact in streets and buildings.
A geographic information system (GIS) is a tool that integrates hardware, software
and data for capturing, managing, analysing, and displaying all forms of geographically referenced information. The GIS sessions focus each on different spatial aspects: demographic distribution, different forms of density and accessibility.
Spatial research questions for all these aspects are developed and the students are
introduced to the different tools that are provided by ArcGIS to investigate them.
The potential of the tools used for urban analyses and strategic planning will be
integrated with one another and explored. The students will be taught on how to
use them and to apply them, also in a combined way, in the analyses of the area
used in the studio projects or own research projects.

Learning objectives

Integration analysis of Hague Rotterdam’s street and road network

The students will be able to:
1. discuss various spatial analyses tools in urban studies and apply the
appropriate ones in relation to specific research questions.
2. describe the relationship between space and society based on theories
of urban space.

1

technology

3. apply basic spatial analyses and spatial statistics to map densities,
patterns and clusters of spatial features.
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4. to analyse urban spatial networks on various scale levels using a
variety of software platforms, like Depthmap (Space Syntax) and Urban
Network Analysis toolbox (ArcGis).
5. to investigate relations between properties of spatial networks and
geographic socio-economic data.
6. to perform simple analyses of 3D city models.
7. to combine and select the appropriate tools to judge their own urban
design proposals or judge the quality of a particular built environment
used in their own research project.
8. to acquire geographic data from different sources and critically reflect
on their quality.
9. to be able to use the Depthmap software and ArcGis in a critical way to
judge upon their limitations and possibilities.
10. to learn from each other’s analyses and to reflect upon the results
from each other’s’ spatial analyses
11. to work in a research team together carrying out spatial analyses of
large urban areas, interpreting and reflecting upon the research 		
results, and to test out eventually improvement strategies within a short
time frame.

Assignment
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After each lecture the students must carry out individual or group assignments.
The purpose is to use the software skills taught in each course. At the end of the
semester the students must submit a report where they show the application
of space syntax and GIS in their studio projects or own research projects. In the
report a demonstration, discussion and reflection of the analyses of their sites
and analyses of design proposals before and after proposed interventions must be
carried out. Likewise, historical analyses of a town or city can also be carried out.
Since students get inputs and evaluations during the workshops and exercises,
students must also discuss and reflect upon the results from their findings in the
report. Finally, the students must be able to write critically about the method’s
limitations and possibilities in relationship to the evaluation of their proposed
model.
All take home assignments during the sessions have to be added to the report
fol¬lowed with a text with description and critical reflections.
The aim of the assignments is to have insight based questions. The purpose is to
combine the information given in the lectures and provided literature to analyse
an urban area. Moreover, the application-based questions motivate the students
to link the knowledge to specific situations, to discuss and solve a problem for a
concrete situation.
The assessment consists of two parts. The first part is a presentation of each
as¬signment during the lectures. The second part is an application of GIS and
Space Syntax on the studio work or own research project. The grade each student
gets is the average of the result of the assignments after each lecture and the final
report. The students get assessed on their submitted report. Every assignment a

Angular analysis of Amsterdam

student misses to deliver during the courses reduces the final grade by 0.5 points.

Teaching
•

•
•
•
•
•

The course consists of eight half-day sessions. Four sessions focus on the
spatial modelling part with a main focus on the space syntax method, and
four sessions focus on the GIS based spatial analyses and modelling. Parts
of every session are used to integrate the different tools presented. Some
lectures are accompanied by online tutorials the students are obliged to take
as preparation before the class, as otherwise they will not be able to follow the
class. A link to these tutorials is provided in the detailed session description.
All sessions consist of the following parts:
Lectures where theoretical background and results from recent research are
presented which relate theory to the tools of the course.
Software demonstrations and thereafter small exercises for the students to
test the learned knowledge immediately;
Presentations and discussions of the take home assignments of the students.
Discussion with the students to develop research questions and related
methods and workflows for the studio assignments/research projects.

Detailed Session description:
Session 1

Angular analysis of Hague

Space Syntax Introduction lecture: “Pulchrum est splendor veritatis”
By: A. van Nes
The lecture will give a preliminary overview on the origin of spatial modelling, the
basic philosophy of modelling, why modelling is needed (social and economic
values), what is the different between model and representation, what is the basic
logic to build up the model, what is the uses of model as well as its limitation. In
broader sense the student will understand the social function of spatial models;
helping society to solve/minimize the problem in urban development through
knowledge based design processes. An overview over various spatial analyses
methods and theory development on built environments will be presented and
critically reviewed from a theory of science perspective. The session will end up
with an open discussion. Reading some selected texts is obligatory.
The last hour will be used to install the Depthmap software, demonstrations of the
software and to do the first exercises.
Software demonstration: How to draw axial lines in ArcMap in order to make sure
that your axial maps are in the right scale and geo-referenced, to be able to use
them in further spatial analyses.
Homework - Assignment 1
Draw an axial map of Delft in ArchMap and analyse it with the Depthmap software. Write about 700 words about your reflection of the results from the spatial
analyses.
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the Dimensions
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By:
B.
Mashhoodi
will understand the social function of spatial models; helping society to
solve/minimize
the problem in urban development through knowledge
Lecture: Residential location choice modelling.
based
design
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overmapping.
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Key words: data classification,
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data classification will be introduced. At the end, students will practice how to use
GIS for obtaining and classifying such factors.

The last hour will be used to install the Depthmap software, demonstrations
of the software
and 2to do the first exercises.
Homework
- Assignment
Software
demonstration:
How
to draw
axial lines
in ArcMap
in order
to
Prepare six maps: population
density,
liveability,
one kind
of amenities,
and one
make
that
your axialone
maps
arehousing
in thestock
rightfactors
scale (ownership
and geo-referkindsure
of job
opportunities,
of the
or price),
and one
social
group.
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the
by aspatial
methodanalyses.
that you find the most useful
enced,
to be
able
to use
them
inmaps
further

(i.e. quantile, natural breaks, equal intervals). Write a reflection (in bullet points
and maximum 750 words):
Homework:
Assignment 1: Draw an axial map of a small urban area
1) For each map write one bullet point: why did you choose this kind of
and analyseclassifications?
it with the Depthmap software. Write about 300-500 words
about your 2)
reflection
of the
results
fromofthe
spatial
analyses.
Why did you
choose
this type
amenity,
this
type of job opportuni
ties and this type of housing factor? In each case name two social groups
who the
location of their
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Started
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GIS 10.0): http://training.esri.com/gateway/index.cfm?fa=catalog.

webCourseDetail&courseid=1911
Session 3

Obtain building density and mixed land-use

Session
2
By B. Mashhoodi
Space Syntax - The urban macro scale
By:Lecture:
A. van Space
Nes matrix parameters, mixed use and social segregation.
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Assignment 3 from the Depthmap software will be demTheHomework
following- possibilities
1) Firstly, classify FSI and GSI value in two quantiles: High and Low. Map
onstrated: How to calculate various integration variables, how to use
four building-density-types.
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to measure
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2: Compare
2 citycircumstances
centres with itone
another.
(maximum 800 words)?

One traditional and one new town (Zoetermeer & Leiden, Rotterdam

28& The Hague, Ypenburg & Gouda/Delft). Axial maps will be provided.
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GSI
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Where is the knowledge society located?
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Space Syntax - The urban micro scale
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Space Syntax - The urban micro scale and its impact on urban centres

In this
the focus will be on the micro scale spatial conditions
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Evaluation
The students will be evaluated on the following criteria:
• Ability to apply the methods on their strategic planning and design
projects or own research projects (for the PhD students).
• Ability to use the method critically and to be aware of its possibilities
and limitations.
• Ability to evaluate own design proposals or research projects critically.
Necessary preparation for the course
GIS and Space Syntax:
- Enrol in Brightspace the course AR 9320 Design & Planning Tools (2017-2018)
GIS Software
EMU Students, PhD candiates, staff and guest researchers: Please install ArcGIS 10.3,
following the instructions on following webpage:
http://adhok.bk.tudelft.nl/site/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/ArcGIS_10.3_ Install_
EN.pdf
or via vpn:
https://intranet.tudelft.nl/en/services/fmreict-psc/network/wireless-network/
virtual-private-network-vpn/
Students: in case you have questions or troubles with installation, please consult @hok
student ICT
In case both fails install a trial version which you can download here: http://www. esri.
com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop/free-trial
Downloading Space Syntax software (Depthmap)
Go to the site: https://github.com/SpaceGroupUCL/Depthmap
Click on the download button, or go to: https://github.com/SpaceGroupUCL/ depthmapX
and download the DepthmapX file
Literature (which is available on Blackboard or other online sources, see links)
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BATTY, M., M. DODGE, et al. (1999). “GIS and Urban Design.” in Geertman S., Openshaw, S. and Stillwell, J. (ed.) Geographical Information and Planning: European Perspectives: 43-65. http://www.casa.ucl.ac.uk/working_papers/paper3.pdf
GAETAN, C., GUYON, X., & BLEAKLEY, K. (2010). Spatial statistics and modeling (p.
298). Retrieved from http://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/978-0-38792257-7.pdf
HILLIER, B (1999), The common language of space, http://www.spacesyntax.org/publications/commonlang.html
HILLIER, B (2006), Can streets be made safe? http://www.spacesyntax.com/Files/MediaFiles/CAN_STREETS_BE_MADE_SAFE.pdf
HILLIER, B. A. Penn, J. HANSON, T. GRAJEWSKI, and J. XU, (1993). Natural movement:
or, configuration and attraction in urban pedestrian movement, Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design, 1993, volume 20, 29 - 66.
KRIVORUCHKO, K., & GOTWAY, C. A. (1995). Using Spatial Statistics In GIS. New York,
713–718.
MACEACHREN, A. M. (2004). How Maps Work: Representation, Visualization, and
Design (Vol. 3, p. 513). Guilford Press. Retrieved from http://books.google.com/books?
hl=en&lr=&id=xhAvN3B0CkUC&pgis=1
MILLER, W. R. (2012). Introducing Geodesign : The Concept. ESRI Press.

VAN NES, A (2013) Configurative methods in urban studies (forthcoming).
PARADIS, T., TREML, M., & MANONE, M. (2013). Geodesign meets curriculum design:
integrating geodesign approaches into undergraduate programs. Journal of Urbanism:
International Research on Placemaking and Urban Sustainability, (August), 1–28. doi:1
0.1080/17549175.2013.788054
STILLWELL, J., & CLARKE, G. (2004). Applied GIS and spatial analysis. Cities. Wiley Online Library. Retrieved from http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/0470871334.fmatter/summary
Additional Reading
BERTUGLIA, C.S., G.P. CLARKE and A.G. WILSON (eds.) (1994) Modelling the city: Performance, policy and planning, London: Routledge.
HILLIER, B (1996), Space is the Machine, Cambridge University Press. http://www.
spacesyntax.com/tool-links/downloads/space-is-the-machine.aspx
JIANG, B., C. CLARAMUNT, et al. (2000). “Integration of space syntax into GIS for modelling urban spaces.” International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation 2(3- 4): 161-171.
POPPER K R, (1968) Objective knowledge: An evolutionary approach, Oxford University
press. (Chapter 1, pp. 1-31)
STEINITZ, C. (2012). A Framework for Geodesign: Changing Geography by Design (p.
224). ESRI Press.
VAN NES, A (2001), Road Building and Urban Change, Proceedings 3rd International
Space Syntax Symposium, Georgia Tech, Atlanta.
VAN NES, A and LOPEZ, M. (2007), Micro scale spatial relationships, Proceedings 6th
International Space Syntax Symposium, Istanbul.
POPPER, K.R (1999) “All live is problem solving,” in Popper In search for a better world:
Lectures and essays from thirty years, London: Routledge.
STÅHLE, A., L. Marcus, et al. (2005). “Place Syntax - Geographic Accessibility with Axial
Lines in GIS.” 5th International Space Syntax Symposium: 1-13. http://www.spacesyntax.tudelft.nl/media/Long%20papers%20I/stahle.pdf
Data Sources:
All data for the course will be provided by the tutors and be download able from Blackboard. For further studies this sources of geo-data may be helpful. This list is far from
complete and new sources appear every day.
Netherlands
PDOK https://www.pdok.nl/en/node
Open government data portal of the Netherlands
Dutch geographic Data (Central statistics office)
http://www.cbs.nl/nl-NL/menu/themas/dossiers/nederland-regionaal/publicaties/
geografische-data/archief/2014/default.htm
Data Archiving Network
http://www.dans.knaw.nl/content/categorieen/nieuws/kadasterdata
Digital collection of the TU-Delft Maproom
http://www.library.tudelft.nl/en/collections/maps/digital-map-collection/
EU
CORINE Land Use Data http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/clc2006-vector-data-version-2
URBAN AUDIT http://www.urbanaudit.org/index.aspx
EUROPEAN FORUM FOR GEOSTATISTICS http://www.efgs.info/data
EEA (European Environmental agency http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps
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